Pledge of Allegiance
I the undersigned, a married man, do hereby pledge to fight women to gain power over
them until a balance is achieved, both in public and in private life, such that men once
again can think and speak for themselves. I will then continue to fight this sex war to
maintain that balance, for as long as I shall live. To establish truth, at every opportunity
(yet with the utmost civility) I will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

deny equality and equality of opportunity between the sexes
champion male symbols, institutions, strengths and virtues
often say something sexist (but true) about womankind
assert authority in my home to control my wife and children
discipline misbehaving women and women’s organisations
judge when women lie, and punish them until they apologise
discipline bad behaviour rather than be kind (e.g. single mothers)

The
Suffrageur
Society
“Suffer woman once to be your equal
and from that day forth she will be your master”
Cato the Elder, c. 213 bc

To build trust, I will also at the same time:
•
•
•
•
•
•

talk truthfully to strangers, especially ladies, to discover truth
respect female symbols, institutions, strengths and virtues
acknowledge our equal value as human beings, once a day
interfere and risk death to help maintain public order
cherish and protect my family and the local community
treat all well-behaved ladies with gallantry and chivalry

Monument to the
Triumph of Male Virtue
over Female Sin

I submit my reasons for joining the Society, to be kept on record and available for
public scrutiny, together with my name and address. As a founding member of the
Society I hope my action will inspire others to follow suit.
I will display this pledge prominently in my home, whether or not my wife agrees, and
protect it from harm until I die -- for handing down to my children.
I understand the Society has no other purpose than to act as a public registry of married
men committed to the above principles of behaviour, and as a repository for their
reasons for joining.

Signed: ________________________

Registered Pledge Number:
Dated:
Suffrageur:

Dated: ___________________

Keeper of the Register:
Duncan M. Butlin

